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Pavtube DVD Ripper for Mac 2.6 unveiled - Perfect Audio and Video in Syn
Published on 03/24/10
Pavtube Studio has released Pavtube DVD Ripper for Mac 2.6, an update to their strong
performer in backuping, ripping and converting DVDs on any Mac operation systems. Version
2.6 focuses on optimizing audio and video synchronization technology. Pavtube Studio
independently developed the most advanced audio and video sync technology in this area to
guarantee putting an end to the problem audio and video out of sync.
Mt Vernon, New York - Pavtube Studio, an excellent and professional software developer,
launched the new version 2.6 for Pavtube DVD Ripper for Mac which is a strong performer in
backuping, ripping and converting DVDs on any Mac operation systems. This version focuses
on optimizing audio and video synchronization technology. Pavtube Studio independently
developed the most advanced audio and video sync technology in this area to guarantee
putting an end to the problem audio and video out of sync. Besides, Pavtube still adopted
the newest decryption technology which is able to remove the latest copyright and region
limitation protection so that users can rip any commercial DVDs bought or rented from
anywhere freely.
The newly-designed profile list which is displayed in sub-menu is more friendly, intuitive
and flexible with device names in the left and corresponding video formats in the right.
Users are still allowed to customize the profile they desire through saving the
frequently-used profiles and removing the rarely-used.
Pavtube improved the stability of this software running on Mac through fixing bugs for
crashes that occurred when this app worked with Intel Core I5/I7. To meet a variety of
users' demands, edit functions are also enhanced including reinforced merging feature,
more easier-to-use watermark function, etc. In addition, a smart feature that is automatic
shutdown is added in this new version.
Pricing and Availability:
Pavtube DVD Ripper for Mac is only for $35 (USD). Besides, all the update is for free and
warm after-sale service is available at anytime.
Pavtube:
http://www.pavtube.com
Pavtube DVD Ripper for Mac:
http://www.pavtube.com/dvd-ripper-mac/
Download:
http://download.pavtube.com/dvd-ripper-mac/dvdrippermac_intel_setup.dmg
Screenshot:
http://www.pavtube.com/images/dvd-ripper-mac/interface.jpg

Pavtube Studio is a professional multimedia software provider for personal entertainment
and public entertainment with the brilliant conversion and copy products which can convert
Blu-ray, standard DVDs and Videos to numerous video and audio formats for playback on
iPhone, iPod , PSP, Xbox 360, ZEN, PS3, Apple TV, WD TV, HD TV, Home server, HTPC, etc.
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